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Abstract. Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative activities. Since much
creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways, we believe that case-based reasoning can be used to
explain many creative design processes.

1. Introduction

Designers across different domains perform many of the
same creative activities, whether they are involved in
designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be
described by contrasting them to routine design activ-
ities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and often-
applied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes a
completely specified problem is given and little effort is
applied to elaborating or designing a feasible specifica-
tion.

The kind of design we call creative, on the other hand,
includes a process of "designing the design specification"
(Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory,
and underconstrained description of what needs to be
designed to one with more detail, more concrete specifi-
cations, and more clearly defined constraints. Creative
design also often includes a process of generating and
considering several alternatives, weighing their advan-
tages and disadvantages, and sometimes incorporating
pieces of one into another. It involves using well-known
design pieces in unusual ways or modifying well-known
designs in unusual ways. Creative designers frequently
engage in cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas.
They also often recognize alternative uses or functions
for common design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoam cup as
a boat).

Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and how
they interact with one another. The designer continu-
ally updates the design specification as well as a pool of
design ideas under consideration. Each alternative gen-
erated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disad-
vantages and to check that it satisfies the constraints in
the current design specification. A key part of evalua-
tion is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experi-
mentation or mental simulation). This generates a more
detailed description of the alternative, including the con-
sequences of its operation and how environmental factors
affect it.

Evaluation drives both the updating of the design

specification and the modification and merging of design
alternatives. It raises questions of legality or desirable-
ness of features1 of a design alternative and it detects
contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The
resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambi-
guities serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the
design specification. On the generative side, evaluation
identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives
which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of
merging alternatives. Also, sometimes the description of
a problem noticed during evaluation can be easily trans-
formed to a description of how its solution would look.

The three processes interact opportunistically. The
generative phase, guided by critiques from the evalua-
tion phase, watches for opportunities to merge or adapt
design ideas to create new alternatives. The design spec-
ification is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and
flaws or desirable features become apparent.

The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
problem (i.e., the design specification) derives abstract
connections between the current problem and similar
problems in other domains, facilitating cross-contextual
transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what
the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primes
the designer for opportunistic recognition of alternative
functions of objects.

This paper describes the nature of these processes
and proposes ways of modeling them. Since all three
processes rely heavily on previous design experiences,
case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993) can play a large
role in modeling them. Research in case-based reasoning
has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solu-
tions to old problems in new situations, how to build
and search case libraries (for exploration of design al-
ternatives), and how to merge and adapt cases. Many
of the activities of creative designers can be modeled by
extending routine problem solving processes that exist
in current case-based systems.

1 The features of a design alternative are not only its structural
characteristics and physical properties, but also relations between
combinations of features.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.

We give examples to illustrate these activities, which
we have collected in studying the problem solving re-
ports and protocols of designers in a variety of design
disciplines. These include software design, meal plan-
ning, science lesson planning, architectural design, and
mechanical design. Many of the anecdotes related in this
paper come from an exploratory study we conducted of
a student mechanical engineering (ME) design project.
The design task was to build a device to quickly and
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one loca-
tion to another. The device could be constructed from
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem
was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring a great
deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of us partic-
ipated in the seven-week project as a member of a four-
person team. Active participation in the project allowed
us to become immersed in the issues the students were
dealing with and to openly converse with the students at
all stages of the design as a useful team member, rather
than as an outside observer. This led to many of the
insights described in this paper.

2. Specification Refinement

Design specifications are rarely well-defined. In general,
they are incomplete, leave many different ways to solve
a problem, and are often unnecessarily overconstrained.
An important part of design is redefining the design spec-
ification. This includes elaborating the constraints and
criteria the design should satisfy and extensively restruc-
turing the problem (Goel and Pirolli, 1989).

2.1 ELABORATION

In general, a designer has goals and guidelines that are
not in the initial design specification itself but whose vi-
olation or achievement can be noticed. For example, a
meal planner might like meals to be easy to prepare, but
may not include this in every design specification. Goel
and Pirolli (1989) identify several classes of constraints
that are of this nature, including domain-specific tech-
nical constraints (such as structural soundness), legisla-
tive constraints (such as building codes), common sense,
pragmatic constraints (for example, "short construction
time" or personal safety), and self-imposed, personal
preferences (such as "not spicy").

Elaboration involves making these constraints and cri-
teria explicit, consistent, complete, and unambiguous.
We hypothesize that this is driven in part by the process
of evaluating each alternative generated so far. Eval-
uation drives elaboration by satisfaction or dissatisfac-
tion with an alternative and by an inability to evaluate.
Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives, and by opportunity. These are
discussed in this section.

Many design alternatives arise from remembering or
looking for solutions to old design problems. Such design
cases are, in general, similar to the new situation on im-
portant dimensions, but are more complete. Additional
aspects fuel elaboration by bringing up new constraints
or criteria to consider. They are evaluated for applicabil-
ity to the current design problem. The results are used
to update the design specification: if the case is appli-
cable, more detailed constraints are added; if the case is
rejected, constraints are added to prohibit the aspects
that were unacceptable.
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For example, while designing a manufacturing re-
search center on the Georgia Tech campus, Terry Sar-
gent visited existing manufacturing centers and precision
engineering laboratories around the world. Examining
these options helped him decide what criteria and con-
straints were important and how to prioritize them. One
technical center he visited has flexible utilities which can
be tapped into at any location in the building (e.g., an
air duct can be added anywhere). On the other hand, all
of its research laboratories are internal and the building
is too dark. From his examination, Sargent formed a
wishlist of constraints for his building to satisfy, includ-
ing having flexible utilities, external offices, and letting
in plenty of sun.

This illustrates two of the ways evaluation drives elab-
oration: by satisfaction and by dissatisfaction with an
alternative. A third way is by an inability to evaluate.
This occurs when there is a lack of information in the
specification to confirm or reject the legality and desir-
ableness of features. It suggests new constraints and
criteria to add or existing constraints to disambiguate.

An example arose in the ME design project, where
a possible starting location of the device was from the
center of a wading pool of water. The team discussed the
idea of launching an egg-carrying device from a model
battleship. To determine whether this was legal, they
needed to know whether it was all right to leave parts
of the device behind as it operated. The answer to this
question added to the problem description.

Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
satisficing alternatives. In general, this results in relax-
ing constraints (i.e., making a compromise). In the 
project, the students originally wanted to carry more
than than a dozen eggs, but could think of no design
ideas that would allow a large number of eggs to be car-
ried safely, given the amount of protective cushioning
required and the space restrictions. This led the stu-
dents to relax their preference for the device to have a
high egg-carrying capacity.

Finally, elaboration is driven by opportunity. If the
evaluation process is aware of the designer’s other goals,
it can be opportunistic. For example, a meal planner
whose immediate goals were to use leftover rice for din-
ner remembered a breakfast dish. Since she needed to
eat breakfast too, she decided to relax the dinner goal
and use the rice for breakfast. This required reasoning
about priorities and alternative ways of doing things. If
rice is the only thing of substance available for dinner,
then using the rice for tomorrow’s breakfast is a poor
idea. If, on the other hand, there are plenty of other
things available for dinner and/or the eater didn’t re-
ally want to eat rice anyway, then using it for breakfast
solves two problems. So, evaluation may allow a reasoner
to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even
though it does not fit the design specification. This can
lead to a change in the relative importance of goals and
constraints in the current problem description.

2.2 REFORMULATION

Another major activity in designing the design specifi-
cation is reformulating the problem - redescribing the
problem so that the solution is easier to find. There
are several ways alternative views of a problem can be
generated.

One way stems from making a design alternative more
concrete, e.g., by mentally visualizing it or acting it out.
The more detailed description of the solution sometimes
suggests a new description of the problem. For exam-
ple, in the ME design project, while considering how to
move eggs out of a pool of water, one student made an
analogy to submarines launching missiles. He acted out
the launch with his pen as he spoke. His description re-
minded another student that submarines launch missiles
one at a time. This led to reformulating the problem
from one of moving all eggs as a group to moving eggs
individually.

It is an open question exactly how a more detailed
description of a solution can suggest a reformulation. It
may be that the visualization of the submarine launching
is making assumptions explicit. It is challenging con-
straints that have been inherited from previously con-
sidered options, but which are not essential, e.g., the
constraint on how many eggs should move at once.

Another problem reformulation technique is to ex-
plore and stretch the problem constraints and exploit
any loop-holes found. For example, a designer trying
to "design a building between two buildings" (Goel and
Pirolli, 1989) might ask how close the middle building
can be to the two adjacent buildings. By taking closeness
to the limit, the designer can reformulate the problem as
"connect two buildings together."

Finally, a third way an alternative view of a problem
sometimes arises is from realizing part of a solution and
then reducing the problem to making that happen. For
example, Maier (1931) describes an experiment in which
subjects were given the problem of connecting together
two strings that hung vertically a large enough distance
apart that the person could not hold one string and reach
the other. The solutions depend on describing the prob-
lem in different ways: "how to make one string longer,"
"how to make one string stay in middle and bring the
other string to it," "how to extend my reach to pull one
string to the other," and "how to make one string move
to the other." Maier showed that subtly giving the hint
of making one string sway often helped the subjects come
up with the fourth reformulation (which led to the solu-
tion of tying a weight to the string, making it swing like
a pendulum toward the other string).

Turner (1991) provides an initial attempt to model the
problem reformulation process, which he implemented in
a program called MINSTREL. Turner proposes a case-
based model of creative reasoning in which a given prob-
lem is transformed into a slightly different problem and
then used as a probe to a case library. A recalled solution
to the new problem is then adapted back to the original
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problem (using solution adaptations that are associated
with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity
heuristics" is used to transform the problem. Examples
include generalizing a constraint (and perhaps suspend-
ing it altogether), and adapting a constraint to require
a related, but slightly different outcome (e.g., injuring
instead of killing).

Unfortunately, MINSTREL does not address impor-
tant focus of control problems. For example, what guides
the problem reformulation? Which features or con-
straints should be varied? Figuring out what to change
and how seems to be a major part of recasting prob-
lems. We believe that incorporating feedback from the
evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus.

3. Idea Exploration

Generating design alternatives is an incremental, oppor-
tunistic process that is tightly interleaved with specifi-
cation refinement and evaluation. Three primary ways
in which ideas are put on the table for consideration are
retrieval of previous design experiences, recognition of
current experiences or design pieces in the current envi-
ronment as potential solutions, and modifying or com-
bining existing options to produce new ones.

3.1 REMINDING

An expert designer knows of many design experiences,
accumulated from personally designing artifacts, being
given case studies of designs in school, and observing
artifacts designed by others. Our observations and anal-
yses lead us to propose that reminding of these experi-
ences is crucial to generating design alternatives. When
a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential
solution that can be critiqued with respect to the new
problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new situation,
or merged with other proposed solutions.

Designers frequently choose an already well-known
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill 
in. Reusing solution structures in this way allows design-
ers to avoid recomputing useful compositions of design
pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The
framework provides the glue holding the pieces of the
design together. The creativity comes in filling in de-
tails and in dealing with inconsistencies when merging
alternative pieces.

Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge de-
sign and engine design, where well-known frameworks
exist and where constraints holding the pieces of prob-
lems together are quite complex. In software engineer-
ing, frameworks exist as widely-used computational frag-
ments, called cliches (Rich and Waters, 1990). Johnson
and Foote (1988) have defined a similar notion of "frame-
works" for reuse of object-oriented software. In other do-
mains, such as architectural design, creating the frame-
work is a primary piece of the creative process. This
involves deciding which aspects of a problem specifica-
tion are most important to deal with first and inferring
structural aspects of a solution from them.

We hypothesize that unorthodox design alternatives
tend to come from non-obvious remindings. Some
are based on abstract similarities, resulting in cross-
contextual remindings. Other remindings are based on
derived or computed features rather than available ones.

If reminding is so important to generating alternatives
and if it requires derived or abstract features, we must
determine which kinds of derived features tend to be
most useful for design, whether there is a set of derived
features that is common to design across domains, and
when those features get derived.

In her investigation of story writing, Dehn (1989)
stresses the importance of reusing old ideas in new ways.
Of particular importance is having processes that are
able to generate multiple alternatives for several parts of
a problem and put them together in unusual ways. This
requires processes that can search memory for things
that might be represented in a way that is different from
the representation of the current problem. Old cases
must be seen in a new light.

Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols
(Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipa-
tory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval.
Features that were not salient at the time a case was
experienced might be important for retrieval in the cur-
rent situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might
be a result of re-indexing cases in terms of what is now
relevant or important. We hypothesize that by contin-
ually updating the design specification, designers derive
abstract connections between the current problem and
similar problems (possibly in other domains). These ab-
stractions can be used to see previous cases differently.

Selfridge (1990) claims that people tell stories to re-
index them under new generalizations that have been
learned since the story was first acquired. A key open
question he identified is how does a person know what
stories to tell? One possibility is that they are the ones
the person is reminded of or has experienced recently.
The person may have been reminded of them through
a different set of features than the generalized features
they are re-indexed under. While working on a design
problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition
of current design options and objects in their environ-
ment and they continually re-examine and re-index all
ideas recently brought up or experienced. This is dis-
cussed further in the next section.

Retrieval can be automatic or strategic (i.e., based
on intentional elaboration strategies that help jog a de-
signer’s memory). Strategic retrieval is promoted by
design team communication. Team members describe
abstract ideas to each other in terms of concrete ex-
amples, analogies, and metaphors. Trying to recall an
appropriate example often involves applying elaboration
strategies to an index. For example, the person might
reflect on "where have I seen something like this before?"
and "in what situations might I have seen something like
this?" This often results in identifying opportunities to
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reuse existing objects or devices in the current design.
Team communication plays an additional role in idea

generation: ambiguity in communication is generative.
In general, when working together, team members try
to recognize and understand each others’ ideas, plans,
and goals from their actions, words, and sketches. Some-
times there is ambiguity in the interpretations which of-
ten helps generate more ideas (increases fluidity of con-
cepts) and can lead to function sharing optimizations.
Goel (1992) studied the generative role ambiguity plays
in informal sketching. In our informal study, we have no-
ticed that interaction among multiple designers amplifies
its effects.

3.2 SENSITIZED RECOGNITION

As designers become deeply involved in design problems,
they start to recognize objects in their environment as
solutions to parts of the design problem. Often the ob-
jects are seen as having alternative, unusual functions or
uses.

For example, in the ME design project, the students
were considering using a spring launching device and
went to a Home Depot (a home improvement store)
to look into materials. While comparing the strengths
of several springs by compressing them, they noticed
that the springs bent. One student mentioned that if
they were to use springs, they would have to encase the
springs in collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, as
they walked through the bathroom section of the store,
they saw a display of toilet paper holders. They imme-
diately recognized them as collapsible tubes that could
be used to support the springs.

The key to sensitized recognition is refining the de-
scription of the solution. The process of critiquing pro-
posed ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved
solution would look like: what properties it would have,
what function it should provide, and what criteria it sat-
isfies. This primes the designer to opportunistically rec-
ognize possible solutions in observations of the external
world and in recently considered design options.

3.3 ADAPTATION

Previous work has looked at adapting old solutions to fit
new problems. In creative design, it sometimes makes
sense, in addition, to adapt one’s goals to fit an old solu-
tion rather than changing the old solution to fit the new
problem (e.g., using rice for breakfast rather than din-
ner). Previous work (Hinrichs 1992) has looked at rou-
tine adaptation strategies (e.g., deletion, addition, sub-
stitution) but not at use of "off-the-cuff" ones (i.e., those
developed in response to a particular problem). Some of
these arise from examining a causal model, some from
adapting well-known adaptation strategies, and some
from applying well-known adaptation strategies in novel
ways. For example, novelty can result from substituting
something different than the usual thing or from relaxing
well-known structural constraints.

3.4 MERGING

In routine design, parts of several designs are often
merged, but in general, the parts are non-overlapping
(e.g., dessert from one meal might be used with a main
dish from another meal). In more novel design, several
suggestions for solving the same part of a problem might
be merged to come up with a solution (e.g., in deciding
to have salmon fettuccine and salad for dinner, a meal
planner might have remembered three previous cases, a
meal with fish, a one-dish meal and a pasta meal, and
merged desirable features from each).

Merging pieces of several solutions into one design is
relatively simple if the pieces are consistent with each
other. Either a previous case will suggest a way of com-
bining them, an adaptation heuristic will know how or
combination will be obvious. Merging is more complex
when the pieces are not obviously consistent. We have
two hypotheses about how creative merging of several al-
ternative solutions might work. First, some adaptation
heuristics might exist that can provide general guidelines
and suggestions for non-routine merging. Second, cases
from other domains may provide guidelines and sugges-
tions for non-routine merging. The challenges here are
tc find the adaptation heuristics and to discover the de-
scriptive vocabulary that allow cross-contextual remind-
ings of the appropriate kinds to take place.

3.5 FUNCTION SHARING

Often function-sharing optimizations arise from merging
within the same design. This occurs when an existing
part of the design can be seen to fulfill another purpose.
(This is a special case of sensitized recognition.) An in-
teresting form of this type of merging occurred in the ME
design project. The students had decided to use a cylin-
der to carry the eggs. One student related an episode
from the children’s science TV show Beakman’s World
that had caught her eye as she was flipping through chan-
nels. The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
rolled back to you when you rolled it away. It attached
batteries as weights to rubberbands, strung through the
center of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands
to get wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands
unwound, they caused the can to roll back to the start-
ing location. The students discussed whether this could
be modified for use in their design (e.g., wind the rub-
berbands up and let their unwinding launch the device).
They criticized the rubberband and battery part for tak-
ing up too much space and for adding too much weight,
since the task had strict space and weight restrictions.
One student then suggested the interesting optimization
of letting the eggs themselves be used as the weights.
This alleviated both the space and the weight problem.
One aspect that was non-routine about this is that the
student looked beyond the structure of the device to its
cargo to find what to share.

4. Evaluation
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The evaluation process checks each design option that
is generated against the current design specification. It
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satis-
fies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices
questionable features whose desirableness or legality are
unknown. In addition, it raises evaluative issues and
guidelines that are not found in the current specification,
but which are based on the designer’s experience. Some
of these are always raised. For example, in algorithm de-
sign, issues of correctness, completeness, and time and
space efficiency are routinely considered. Others (e.g.,
elegance) are recalled or derived based on features of the
alternatives examined.

This information is used by both the specification
refinement process (elaborate and reformulate) and
the idea exploration process (generate, elaborate, re-
describe). The issues raised point out opportunities to
augment or refine the design specification. The pros and
cons that are described in the critique of a design idea
are used by the idea exploration process to compare the
idea to other options, merge and adapt alternatives, and
improve promising ideas.

We view evaluation as consisting of two interacting
processes, as shown in Figure 2. One process critiques
the design alternative on the basis of the current specifi-
cation and the evaluative issues. The features examined
in this critique are not only the structural characteris-
tics of the design artifact, but also information about
how it behaves, the consequences of its operation, and
how environmental factors affect it. The second process
collects this information by performing simulations and
experimentation.

In the ME design project, the students often mentally
simulated proposed options and checked the results. For
example, when the idea of launching each egg individ-
ually rather than as a group was considered, the stu-
dents imagined that the eggs would all land on top of

each other which could cause breakage and an unstable
target spot. Identifying this problem through mental
simulation led to an adaptation of the proposed solution
which was to rotate the launch mechanism so that the
eggs would each land in a different location.

In addition to simulating the proposed option in the
general case, designers also propose hypothetical situa-
tions to simulate. For example, the ME students asked,
"What if it is raining on the day of the competition?"
and "What if the terrain the device must traverse is
rough or steep?" Simulations of hypothetical situations
test the robustness of the solution. The hypothetical sit-
uations pertain to all phases of a design artifact’s lifecy-
cle, including its construction and maintenance, as well
as its use. For example, a designer might try to imagine
someone trying to repair some part of the design that
is vulnerable to failure and consider whether the part is
accessible for maintenance.

Concrete experimentation of design alternatives is
a valuable way of collecting data. Some aspects and
outcomes of an option only become apparent through
real-world testing. For example, during the ME design
project, the students tested the ability of potting sponge
(used in floral displays) to cushion eggs. When an egg
was placed in it and dropped, the sponge compressed to
a powder, decreasing its protective ability and reusabil-
ity. This led the students to search for a material that
did not permanently compress and was reusable.

Some simulations or experiments might be proposed
by the critiquing process when it requires additional in-
formation about the design option to judge its strengths
and weaknesses. Some hypothetical situations used in
simulation might be associated with evaluative issues
raised in critiquing the design option.

4.1 EVALUATIVE ISSUES

While critiquing a given design option, a designer con-
siders general evaluative issues that the designer’s expe-
rience recommends looking into, in addition to how well
the option fits the current design specification. There are
at least three classes of evaluative issues that designers
routinely raise (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990).

One is function-directed. For example, the purpose of
recipe creation is to create something that can be eaten,
so some questions arise from the concept of edibility.
These focus on the taste and appeal of a dish to see if it
is edible.

Another class is derivation-driven: previous solutions
provide a rich and important source of issues if the
considerations taken into account in creating them are
saved. Consider, for example, the task of trying to decide
if tofu can be substituted for cheese in tomato tart. One
way the right evaluative issues can be derived is by re-
calling another case where tofu was to be substituted for
cheese. Concerns in that case are likely to be concerns
in the current one, too. For example, if in the previous
case, the texture of tofu was compared with the texture
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of the original ingredient, the reasoner might then ask
about texture in the current case.

Finally, some questions are outcome-related. Previous
design cases can be used to project or derive the outcome
of the current one. For example, as part of the ME design
project, a proposed launch mechanism was considered
that consisted of a plastic fish tank base and two toi-
let paper holders (which provided a spring mechanism).
The two holders were attached to the base via plastic
prongs protruding from one side of the base. One of the
students was concerned that the prongs were vulnerable
to breaking, particularly if the springs inside the holders
were replaced with stronger springs. She recalled simi-
lar plastic prongs had held a protective covering on her
stereo speakers, but they had broken off of one speaker
when it fell at an angle. The proposed design option was
used as a probe to memory to see if instances are already
known of it or a similar solution failing. By recalling the
stereo speaker case, the students raised the question of
whether the proposed design was vulnerable in the same
way. It also suggested a hypothetical situation in which
to simulate the proposed design: what happens if we
provide a large side-ways force to the prongs? Think-
ing about how this could arise led the students to think
about what would happen if stronger springs were re-
quired.

Case-based projection can bring up outcome-related
issues relevant to any phase of a design’s lifecycle, be-
sides its normal use, including its construction and main-
tenance phases. For instance, one of the buildings
Terry Sargent examined when designing the Georgia
Tech manufacturing research center was the Pompadeau
center, which has all of its mechanical systems show-
ing. He wanted to borrow this idea for its symbolism,
but in talking with the managers of the center, he found
out that this feature made it difficult to maintain the
building. This led him to question whether the same
maintenance problems will come up in his design.

5. Discussion
Creative designers operate in a rich context of ideas,
some recalled from previous experiences, some recog-
nized in the current external environment, and some gen-
erated from adapting or putting together recently con-
sidered ideas. An important part of this rich context is
concreteness. Details fuel evaluation, which is central
to elaborating and redescribing both the problem and
the solution. These come from reasoning about specific
design cases, which include many additional details be-
sides those aspects that originally brought the case to
mind. They also come from experimentation, testing,
visualizing, and simulating the solutions.

This suggests three important ways to assist creative
design. One is by placing the designer in a rich en-
vironment containing concrete design artifacts or de-
tailed descriptions and simulations of existing design ar-
tifacts. Another is by facilitating evaluative procedures

and proposing hypothetical situations covering the arti-
fact’s entire lifecycle. The third is by assisting the de-
signer in reformulating and redescribing what is needed,
what constraints or criteria need to be satisfied, and
what the solution would look like.

5.1 OPEN CONTROL ISSUES

Our exploratory studies of designers have given us in-
sights into the primary activities involved in creative de-
sign. However, many open issues remain. Most center
around the underlying control of the various processes
and their interactions.

Specification refinement. A key activity in de-
signing the design specification is incrementally bringing
evaluation criteria and new problem constraints into fo-
cus. This is largely driven by evaluation. An open ques-
tion is how does noticing a feature of a design option
that is either satisfactory, undesirable, or whose status
is unknown (due to failure to evaluate) lead to an elab-
oration of the current specification? One possibility is
that it can be guided by the mechanism that detected
the questionable feature. For example, one way to de-
tect a problem in a proposed solution is by case-based
projection: recalling a failure in a similar solution. This
previous case might provide suggestions for fixing the
current problem specification. Failure to determine the
legality of a feature could point to augmentations to the
specification that would push the confirmation or rejec-
tion through to completion.

Another important question is: during problem refor-
mulation, how is the designer’s attention drawn to par-
ticular constraints to explore and stretch? There seems
to be give and take between reformulation and evalua-
tion. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous or
vague in the problem specification and try to take advan-
tage of new views that result from relaxing or pushing
the limits of the constraints. Also, when the need to
compromise arises, conflicting constraints come into fo-
cus and the designer considers how they can be varied.
On the other hand, reformulation of the specification
can provide additional or improved evaluative measures
to strengthen evaluation.

Idea exploration. The critique of proposed solu-
tions guides idea exploration. Of several solutions under
consideration, one might be more appropriate than the
others or several might each contribute to a solution.
Evaluative procedures must be able to evaluate each in-
dividual alternative by itself as well as in light of the
others. Several open questions arise: How is relative
importance among the criteria decided? How are prefer-
ences among alternatives made? How does weighing ad-
vantages and disadvantages suggest useful adaptations
and mergings?

Recalled cases seem to be important here. They sug-
gest solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design
philosophies, which can provide constraints with which
to evaluate a solution and the preference criteria with
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which to prioritize the constraints. This also facilitates
reformulating the specification, making trade-offs, and
relaxing constraints. There may also be general and
domain-specific strategies for setting priorities that we
haven’t discovered yet.

Evaluation. An important and open question is how
does the evaluation process know which aspects of a de-
sign alternative to focus on? Of all the data collected
during simulation and experimentation, which subset is
interesting? For example, which data is likely to suggest
updates to the design specification or adaptations that
lead to new ideas?

Evaluative issues that designers always raise tend to
focus on particular features. At the same time, some
features seem to draw attention to particular evaluative
issues that might not have been considered otherwise.
Some of the features are more distinctive or odd and
these seem to index directly into the set of implicit cri-
teria held by the designer. An example arose in the ME
design project. While testing how well various types
of spongy material cushioned eggs when dropped from
two stories, a person walked by who had done a design
project which also involved protecting an egg from break-
ing on impact. He said he wrapped the egg in a sponge
soaked in motor oil and then stufed it in a Pringles can
(a narrow cardboard cylinder in which potato chips are
stacked). One of the aspects that was new about this
case, compared to the ideas the students had been con-
sidering is the idea of soaking the sponge in motor oil.
Focusing on the motor oil aspect reminded the students
of their personal preference that the device be clean. The
motor oil aspect seemed to index directly into the clean-

liness criterion.

Overall Control. Other open questions pertain to
how designers decide when to expend effort in one pro-
cess versus another. For example, when should quick
adaptations of existing solution ideas be tried and when
should the designer step back and reformulate the prob-
lem. One observation we made in the ME student design
project was that when flaws were noticed, the students
usually preferred to redescribe the solution rather than
elaborate or reformulate the problem specification. The

students described what was needed in terms of how the
structure of the device should be modified to fix the prob-

lem (e.g., "the launch mechanism must rotate" or "the
springs should be in a collapsible tube") as opposed to
describing what function or behavior is desired (e.g., "the
eggs should each land at different target locations" or
"provide side-to-side support to springs"). The students
usually tried to adapt the offending feature, before refor-
mulating the problem. Only when quick adaptations to
the solution were not sufficient did they step back, look
at the essential problem constraints these specific struc-
tural solutions were solving, and then reformulate the
problem or find other solutions that could also satisfy
these constraints. This is reasonable, since it is cheaper
to make small changes to an evolving design solution

than to completely reformulate the problem. We need
to look for additional types of heuristics people use to

control their reasoning processes.
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